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the evidence for palmistry.] O. Dassonlavay. The Infinite.' [The
question of Deity, infinite or finite : "we should never have this fixed
notion of the •relative," and chafe under ite insufficiency, "if our spirit
did not perceive in some sort of way the absolute ".] L. Bailla. 'The
Question of Combination.' [A defence of hylomorphism.] O. Unit.
' Esmy on Uie 1'atsionx, by Th. Ribot.' [A review of an interesting book.]
l e r Avril, 1907- William Jamea. 'Human Energies-' [Artificial
methods of whipping them up : presidential lecture at American Philo-
sophical Association?] A. de Oomar. 'Autonomy of Voluntary Ac-
tivity.' [An argument for the ultra-phenomenal in voluntary attention.]
A. r«rgM. 'Can Methodical Doubt be UniversalV [Sets aside the
Fundamental Postulate of Descartes in favour of three others.] O.
XJOOM da Poaloomn. 'The Foundations of Arithmetic' [Builds arith-
metic on other hypotheses than those of numeration. Curious and
original.] l«f Mai, 1907. William J U H M . "The Current of Con-
sciousness.' [Being the eleventh chapter of his Pxychology.] C. Bou-
o u d . ' History of Law ' [i.e., of Codes : " no Code is final".] A. d*
Qomer. 'Autonomy of Voluntary Activity.' [Discusses the bearing of
the conservation of energy on volition, and argues " the impossibility of
admitting in voluntary processes the unconditional determination of the
consequent by itu phenomenal antecedents, physical or mental ".] Luoaa
de Pealouan. ' Foundations of Arithmetic' [A new logic, subversive
of all that has gone before.] P. Fontana. ' M. Durkheun's Course at
the Sorbonne.' [Origins of religion.]

REVUE PHLLOSOPIIIQUE DE LA FRANCE ET DE L'ETBAITQER. 31» annee.
No. 12. Decembre, 1906. Adrlen Naville. ' La Morale Conditionnelle.'
[Ethics Rup]>oses both a system of the obligatory ends or a moml teleology,
and a theory of the best means suited to the realisation of the ideal con-
ceived by moml teleology ; this theory is proj>erly to be called morals.
Moral precepts are always conditional; they imply an "if ". Duty varies
according to circumstances ; from the name moral teleology, we may be
bound to draw categorical conclusions of a widely different, even of an
opposed, character. While moral teleology remains unaltered, the morals
must undergo changes. New circumstances demand that new means be
used in order to fulfil the ends of old. Moreover, the theory of means
grows more and more perfect. Sociology will found or at least consoli-
date a "rational social art," of which, however, the first basis must be
the moral teleology.] XJ. Sugaa. ' LA Fonction psychologique du rire.'
[Psychologically viewed, laughter may be defined, the impulsive substitu-
tion of a belief, itself of an impulsive character, for another. Ita essential
condition is an interplay of mental images repelling each other, or a series
of oscillations in the spontaneous lwliefs. As such, it emerges out of the
dopths of the subconscious self, and is an essentially involuntary, reflex,
and simple phenomenon. It reveals what is in us ingenuous and spon-
taneous, our emotivity as opposed to our temjwranient and our passions,
i.e. that which, though being Huperficial and unstable in our nature, may
be nevertheless a "ground element " of it.] O. H. Xingaat. ' Logique
rationnelle et psycliologiHiiie.' [M. Couturat's recent criticism of psycho-
logism is discarded as resting on an iijmirnlin elrnchi; pxychologiitui pro-
pounds an explanation of logical rules, describes the evolution, and seeks
to estimate the value, of these, but does not at nil bring into question
either their existence or their fnrmulm.1 Olwervations et documents.
V. Egger. ' Uno illusion vixuelle.' Revue Gi'nerale: O. Richard.
' hen otwcuritx's do In notion Hociologique de lTiistoire.' [A critical
account of recent Ixwkx on the fundamental principles and methods of
sociology.] Analyses ot Comptes rendufl. Revue <lca Pi'-riodiauc*
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strangers. [A review of H a s , January-October, 1906.] 32« annee.
No. L Janvier, 1907. X J. Van Htorrliat. ' I * Psychologie quanti-
tative.' \A criticism of the psychophysical law and of the method and
results of Weber's and Fechner's researches. Will be continued.]
Altx l i Bertrand. 'EstWtique et PByohologie.' [A very interesting
paper on Maine de Biran's ffisthetical conceptions as they may be
gathered from some as yet unpublished writings. Maine de Biran was
opposed both to the naturalistic theory of art and to the testhetical
idealism. His main principle in aesthetics was what he called the senti-
mental analogy, and he held that there is an absolute intellectual beautiful
booed, in the rhythmical arts, on the unity of sentiment, and, in the plastio
arts, on the unity of idea and the unity of sentiment.] A. Bay**. ' Sur
la distinction du normal et du pathologique en sociologies' [Shows how
it is difficult to decide whether a present social fact be normal or patho-
logical, and how the criterion used by M. Durkheim is defective. More-
over, were an adequate criterion found, the distinction between the normal
and the pathological would be of no practical use ; we would not be en-
titled to take it as the principle of the rational social art.] Revue
CWne'rale : J. Second. ' Quelques publications r^oentes BUT la morale.'
[A careful account of the contents of some recent books on ethical ques-
tions, especially of M. Max Wentscher's Etkik, vol. ii., and of M.
Fouillee's Let Elements tociologique* de la morale.] Analyses et
Comptes rendus. No. 2. F6vrier, 1907. H. Bobat. 'Un Mtfta-
physicien americain oontemporain : J. Royce.' [Gives a lucid account of
Josiah Royoe's metaphysical doctrine, especially as expounded in his two
last works: Conception of God and The World and the Individual.
Royce's chief purpose in these books is characterised as being to satisfy
all the requirements of modern ethics through a metaphysical theory
that in itself shall adequately satisfy all the insistent demands of specu-
lative reason. While seeking to realise the absolute intelligibility of
Experience, he is anxious not to fall short of the veritable function of
philosophy in neglecting this fragmentary concrete reality which is our
own human life.] J. J. Van Biarvllet. ' La Psychologie quantitative
(fin).' [The author continues his historical and critical exposition of
psychopnysioal researches (from Fechner to MUnsterberg). His con-
clusion is that the general characters of quantitative psychology at ita
first stage are: the striving to solve a metaphysical problem, an absolutely
false conception of the activity of a living being, the neglect of the sub-
jective conditions, and the manifestly insufficient number of the subjects
on whom experiments were performed.] F. Xi* TTawtnt ' M^thodes
artificielles et naturelles.' [There is a method exclusively applicable to
Biology and whioh accordingly is to be called the natural method ; it
leads oirectly to the law of functional assimilation, of habit or heredity
of acquired characters—whioh law could not, in its full strictness, be dis-
covered through tiier artificial method. The paper is devoted to explain
and illustrate the distinction between the two methods and to vindicate
the natural method in Biology.] Revue critique. Th. Rlbot. ' Le
Subconscient.' [An account of Joseph Jastrow's book: The Subeon-
idout, and of A. H. Peirce's essay: An Appeal from the Prevailing
Doctrine of a Detached Contciovtnett.] Analyses et Comptes rendus.
Revue des Periodiques (Strangers.

ARCHIVES DE PSTCHOLOOIK. Tome vL, No. 3. X>. aohnydar. ' Alcool
et Alpinisme: n-Bultats d'une enquete faite parmi lea Alpiniste*.' [In
general, the use of alcohol is to be avoided, except for the final spurt, by
way of relish or medicament, for the regulation of automatic activities
after effort is over, and for th* alleviation of fatigue under the same
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